PHLINC 2: Language and Other Minds
University of Maryland
14 February 2014 - 15 February 2014

Friday February 14

- 1:30-2:00 Registration [Outside Maryland Room]

- 2:00-3:00 Talk session 1 [Maryland Room]

  PHLING (University of Maryland)
  Opening Remarks
  Adam Bjorndahl, Todd Snider (Cornell University)
  "Informative Counterfactuals"

- 3:00-3:15 Break [Marie Mount Atrium]

- 3:15-4:45 Talk session 2 [Maryland Room]

  Gregory Kierstead, Jefferson Barlew, Eric Snyder (The Ohio State University)
  "Anchoring to Epistemic Agents: English CIs and Tagalog Reportatives"

  Tamara Vardomskaya (University of Chicago)
  "Subjective Attitudes as a Coordination Problem"

- 4:45-5:00 Break [Marie Mount Atrium]

- 5:00-6:05 Invited Talk 1 [Maryland Room]

  Jason Stanley (Yale University)
  "Propaganda and the at-issue/not-at-issue content distinction"
Saturday February 15

- 8:30-9:00 Breakfast  [Marie Mount Atrium]

- 9:00-10:30 Talk session 3  [Maryland Room]
  Marija Jankovic (Indiana University)
  "Varieties of Obligatory Control and Ascriptions of Know-How"
  Caleb Perl (University of Southern California)
  "A Theory of Quantified Presupposition"

- 10:30-10:45 Break  [Marie Mount Atrium]

- 10:45-12:15 Talk session 4  [Maryland Room]
  Hillary Harner (Georgetown University)
  "Want' Expresses Two Kinds of Desire"
  Wataru Uegaki (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
  "Emotive Factives and the Semantics of Question-Embedding"

- 12:15-1:30 Lunch Break  [On & around campus]

- 1:30-2:35 Invited Talk 2  [Maryland Room]
  Mandy Simons (Carnegie Mellon University)
  "Projectivity and Factivity"

- 2:35-3:00 Break  [Marie Mount Atrium]

- 3:00-3:45 Discussion session  [Maryland Room]
  Moderator: Shevaun Lewis (Johns Hopkins University)

- 4:00 Happy Hour  [on Baltimore Avenue]